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Many of our members are involved in, amongst other things, protests, refugee support and
electioneering. We are a caring group of people trying to make a difference.
Last month three important new pieces of legislation were passed. You may not have noticed so we
include links for further reading, they may well affect your activities so it is best to be aware of them.
New laws on protesting - do you know the new risks? Read the details here.
Read about the five significant changes that will dramatically alter asylum and citizenship rules here.
In future, voters will require suitable ID to vote. Plan ahead now to prevent you or your supporters
being disenfranchised. Read the details here.

OTHER UPCOMING EVENTS

All you have to do is tell us about it!
Last date for copy for the July newsletter is 24th June.
Transition Kidderminster Repair Café – Sat 4th June
This popular local service will be back in June to carry
out all manner of repairs, sewing and tool sharpening.

At Youth House, Bromsgrove Street, Kidderminster.

And at the same venue, Transition’s Greener
Living Fair will have the usual eclectic array of
tables to browse.

Bewdley Bike Week - 28th May to 5th June

Check out the various events here.

Bishops Wood Annual Open Day - Sat 11th June
Bring a picnic along and enjoy the woodlands and meadows at Bishops Wood. Crafts and activities
for all the family available throughout the day. Moth trapping, pond dipping, woodland trails, make a
wand, and sit by a fire and toast marsh mellows.
Free to attend - no booking required. 10am-4pm More info: 01299 250513
Bishops Wood Centre, Crossway Green, Stourport, DY13 9SE
Transition Bewdley Repair Café - Sat 18th June
This regular repair café is at its usual St George's
Hall venue. Bring your items from 10am.

Bewdley Food and Drink Festival - 18th & 19th June
Alongside the river near the bridge. More in this Shuttle article here.

ENERGY MATTERS
The cheapest energy is the energy you don’t
use! Amory Lovins, known as the ‘Einstein of
energy efficiency’ outlines some basic principles
of energy conservation in this fascinating article
and claims that “Putin’s war may prove to be a
great thing for climate economics.” And the
summer months are a good time to improve your
home insulation. Read about it all here.
Amory Lovin’s high efficiency home in Colorado

If you insulate yourself as well as your home you’ll need to spend far less on home heating. This
Healthline website is jam packed with ideas on how to keep your body temperature up. Not such a
problem this time of year perhaps but make a note of the link for future reference.
Tap into combined body heat for the ultimate in low cost energy. The average human body emits
about 100 watts of heat at rest and about 1000 watts when exercising. When people gather together
that can mount up to an appreciable amount of heat which can be reclaimed with heat pumps. People
powered energy! Read about this novel way of reducing fossil fuel consumption here.
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WFGA NEWS
WFGA initiative - Dealing with Climate Grief
This has a different theme each month, this month we look at regenerative farming practices. John
Rhymer has produced a set of detailed notes around this topic under the heading Save Our Soil.
They can be downloaded here.
“Regular listeners of “The Archers” will have heard the term bandied about but what is “Regenerative
Farming”? In essence it is about restoring the health of soil and its micro-organisms to improve
fertility and enable soil to sequester carbon. It also helps to restore biodiversity and eco-system
services. Additionally, healthy soil can absorb rain more easily and by maintaining plant cover
reduces run-off, water pollution and soil erosion. This will help reduce the problems of local flooding
such as we experience locally in towns bordering the River Severn. It should also help to ensure food
security in a future subject to increased temperatures, drought and unpredictable weather.“ - John
Rhymer

And related to the Save Our Soil theme is an
interesting article about how a vegetarian of 33
years standing became the unlikely champion of
beef farming (but only ecologically sound beef
farming !) Read it here.

ECO MATTERS
We often ignore the fact that human waste can and must be
recycled back into ecosystems. Despite their efficiency, toilets that
recycle human waste are uncommon because most cultures
consider them too unsavoury a topic.
Instead, most of us prefer not to think about it and use expensive
water to flush our waste away. Often, as recent reports on the
failings of water companies have highlighted, to end up in rivers
and then coastal waters. Are you ready to contemplate a change?
Have a read of this report for some inspirational ideas.

And it’s not just human waste that’s polluting our rivers. For example Herefordshire, Shropshire and
Powys produce more than a quarter of a billion chickens a year, the number having doubled in the
past decade, and the run-off is causing serious river pollution, especially to the river Wye.

Environmental campaigners have referred to the Wye as “like pea soup at times” as a result of algal
blooms fuelled in part by phosphate-rich excrement eventually making its way to the river. Basically,
yet another downside to our overly high level of meat consumption. Read this news item on how
animal farming in general is damaging our rivers.
Or if you have time, read the book, Livestock’s Long Shadow, on which the article is based - see
review below.

GOOD READS OF THE MONTH
Loads of summer reading this month!
Following on from the farming theme in previous sections, we have two
recommended books:

“Most people have little idea how eating animalbased foods harm animals, our health and our
planet. We want to believe the animals we eat do
not suffer pain, injury, live good lives and eating
them is a trade-off for the care we afford them.
We accept the illnesses we suffer are simply a
consequence of getting old. We want to believe
our food choices do not cause rainforest and
ocean deforestation.” - extract

Click the cow to buy!

We are told farmers are the guardians of the countryside, yet our landscape is over-cultured and biologically
dysfunctional, and our environment polluted by livestock farming. Livestock’s Longer Shadow cuts through the
noise for anyone wanting to know how we really treat animals, damage our health and our planet through the
ways we farm and consume animals.
Tim Bailey is an environmental scientist and one of the UK’s leading and most prominent regulatory farm
pollution experts. He brings together all aspects of the UK’s animal-based farming and food system, from farm
to fork, documents its devastation and provides us with a kinder, more compassionate, sustainable and
healthier way forward. In sounding the alarm on the paradigms of animal-based food production, the author
uses his own first-hand experience of the impacts of livestock farming from a career regulating the industry
spanning over 30-years. ( Amazon review )

--ooo-As a counterbalance to the despair that this book is likely to induce, those fortunate enough to have
enjoyed one of Haye Farm's recent open days will be aware that there is actually a prime example of
caring, ecologically sustainable livestock farming right on our doorstep. Contact Haye Farm for details
of their direct fruit and meat sales.

family gathering - part of Haye Farm's herd of outdoor reared Dexter cattle

Would you be interested in a register of local 'eco-producers'. If this idea appeals (either as a
consumer or a producer) do let us know by contacting us at wfgall@protonmail.com.

Plus - another farming related book review, James Rebanks' "English Pastoral".
Extract - “We thought we had left behind the time when
we needed to know about mundane things like animal
muck, growing crops, feeding cattle and making hay. And
because we didn't value these things, and the old ways,
we turned our backs on things that worked and forgot the
vital knowledge of family farms with mixed habitats and
rotation of crops and livestock,and so we allowed the
countryside to become more 'efficient', 'monocultural', and
sterile.
We didn't value the hay meadows full of wildflowers,
insects and birds and so let them disappear too. We didn't
value the living soil beneath our feet so we let it compact
and erode and cease to thrive. We didn't value the
hedges and coppiced woodland and so we turned away
when they ripped them out. We didn't value simple things
like cattle grazing in fields, pigs wallowing in muck, and
chickens pecking in the farmyard dust and so they ended
up in vast industrial complexes. We didn't value muck that
rolled firm from the backsides of cattle, that was good for
the land, and so we never mourned when their feed was
changed to silage and their muck to acidic slurry that kills
soil.”

The writer traces the history of farming over the past fifty years through his family's experience of fell farming
in Cumbria, conjuring up a vivid picture of the reality and harshness of their lives. He explains what is actually
involved in farming and how this has changed over recent years, in the context of his family's ways of working
and their struggles to make a living.
He makes it very clear that his modestly sized mixed farm, which in his view is the way forward in terms of
rebuilding wildlife and the environment, is not profitable under current conditions, in the context of government
policy and the demands for food to be produced as cheaply as possible.
Everyone should read English Pastoral. There are no easy solutions and Rebanks doesn't pretend that there are.
He is clear that while modern agricultural technologies are necessary in order to feed people, they have also had a
devastating impact on the environment. It's an important contribution to debates about food, farming and the
environment. But as well as that, it's beautifully written and a really good read. ( review by Helen Coll )

The above books raise deeply worrying issues that affect every one of us. And they raise the
question of what concerned individuals can do about it. One obvious important action is to put far
more effort into sourcing food, for example buying locally produced, ecologically sustainable
products.

GOOD NEWS OF THE MONTH
About 300 council houses in Exeter have
received solar panels and insulation as part of a
council's net zero aim. The target is 4000 homes
by 2030.
This initiative shows what can be achieved with a
quite modest outlay. It helps people reduce
tenants’ energy bills and is also a significant step
towards net zero carbon. A double win for Exeter!
Read more here.

RECOMMENDED WEB SITES
For renewable energy generation items try these three highly recommended online supermarkets:
•

Low Energy Supermarket here

•

Eco Supermaket here

•

ITS Technologies here

And check out the awesome lowimpact.org for practical advice on all things eco, from solar to eco
retreats.
links not working?
There have been occasional reports of links not working when clicked. If this happens to you then
PLEASE TELL US and let us know:
•

which version of the newsletter (phone or laptop)

•

which newsletter issue, ie month

•

which OS (eg Windows10, Andriod 8.1.0)

•

which links (all or selected)

•

which browser (eg Chrome)

If we can’t reproduce the problem we can’t help! Help yourself and others by providing feedback.
Simple first level advice at this point in time is to try another browser. And please let us know if this
works for you.
If you didn't receive a copy of previous WFGA Newsletters, you can download PDF versions of
them from the 'Resources' page on our website. Choose from a phone friendly version or a readily
printable laptop version.
Why not add our logo to your Facebook/website/etc ? You can download it, also from our website
Resources page.

Remember to visit our WFGA Facebook page for topical, interesting posts and for any late updates to
events – and please feel free to add your own posts or comments.
If you have a view on any of the pieces in this WFGA Newsletter this can be your platform!
Click here to visit.
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